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Abstract: There is emerging literature on the spatial and political impacts of different agents 
in Beijing’s historico-cultural conservation areas. However, few have thoroughly addressed the 
interaction between government and residents and focused on the strategies of agency. This pa-
per is based on the background of the plan to discontinue the non-core function in Beijing and 
research on the patterns of behaviors of agents in historic area. Choosing the Guijie Block, a 
historically and commercial area as the study area, this paper focused on how the agents used 
the public space in courtyards and streets under government control. First, the morphological 
process within Guijie Block was divided into socialist transformation period, economic reform 
period and renovation period so the relation of agents and public space use can be directly linked 
to the evolution history. Then this paper studied agent’s behavior patterns, which includes the 
following three aspects: private construction (si da luan jian), breaking walls to open stores (po 
qiang kai dian) and street invasion (qin jie). At last this paper gives suggestion and discussion on 
the urban conflict of public space use in historic areas of Beijing.

1. Introduction

Agent in morphological process has been studied in detail by M.R.G. Conzen (1985, 1988), 
Whitehand (1984, 1992), Freeman (1988) and Larkham (1988a, 1988b). A notable early contri-
bution to the study of agent was the concept of human agency by M.R.G. Conzen that he divid-
ed the behavioral pattern into corporate action and individual action (Conzen M.R.G, 1985). 
The studies of Conzenian School were mainly based on the patterns of British settlements, so 
when we do the comparable research in China, the particularity of Chinese townscape should 
not be ignored.

After 1949, historic areas in Beijing underwent changes in both built environment and prop-
erty right system especially entering the era of Market Economy in 1978. With the rapid ex-
pansion of urban space, several new public space uses were developed to accompany various 
socio-economic forces. However, some of the public space uses were illegal and resulted in the 
urban conflict between different stakeholder such as the government agencies and residents. In 
recent times, most of the historic areas in Beijing underwent several rounds of renovation and 
conservation entailed mainly by government agencies. As the focus of movement, the streets 
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and courtyards that provided the public space for the residents before were mostly dismantled, 
which resulted in a “revolution” named by M.R.G. Conzen in Beijing historic areas.

In explaining the relationship of public space uses and strategies of agency, the investigation 
described in this paper is in two parts: first, the morphological process is considered; and sec-
ondly, the behaviors of each agent are investigated. From the perspective of the morphological 
process, the evolutionary mechanism can be understood by considering the public space uses 
in the streets and courtyards. From the perspective of the behaviors of each agent, the changing 
relation of public space and agents can be directly linked to the evolution history.

2. Methodology

This paper begins to focus on the morphological process driven by the agents in a historic area 
called Guijie Block in Beijing Old City. Guijie Block is historically but also for tourism as it is 
a famous commercial area represented by spicy crayfish (ma xiao). As a case study, the purpose 
of this research is to find out the characteristics of the behavior patterns by agents in historic 
area and the issues of the public space use conflict. The case study is chosen as it includes a wide 
variety of stakeholder such as merchants, residents and government agencies, and their behav-
ior patterns can be discussed in the paper. Additionally, because recently Beijing has developed 
a plan to discontinue its non-core functions, such as businesses located in Beijing Old City but 
provide little contributions to its rapid economic growth (Li et al., 2018), this area has declined 
in recent years due to the strict management. So, the records of the behaviors of different 
agents are more notable.

Methodologically, it mainly approaches the empirical analysis through field visits and in-
depth interviews. The geographical and urban planning analysis is included in the research 
process as well. 

3. Analysis/Results

Guijie Block is 39.8 hectares in extent, which is east of Dongzhimen Street, west of Yonghe-
gong Street, north of Beixinqiao Santiao Street and south of Dongsishisitiao Street and several 
hutongs. Guijie Street, which is the core street of this area, contains amazingly 218 large res-
taurants, small businesses and convenience stores along with it, within a distance of some 750 
meters (see Figure 1).

Guijie Block was once a service area for the transportation of Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Ca-
nal during the Ming dynasty in the suburb of Beijing Old City. Since the early Qing dynasty, it 
has contained a mixture of residential, institutional and commercial land use. Before 1949, Gui-
jie Block has already become a main business center. Like the traditional parts of most Chinese 
cities, Guijie Block was very largely occupied by courtyards, which were constructed to afford 
a high degree of privacy and separation from the street. Most of the large restaurants and small 
businesses built on the street frontage have attached living areas behind.

Before the Communist Party came to power in 1949, due to the large number of courtyards 
selling coffins, Guijie Street was known as the “Ghost Street” and became one of the origins 
of the name (in Chinese, “Gui” means “Ghost” and “Jie” means “Street”). Now the population den-
sity in this area is about 750 persons per hectare, which is much higher than other historic 
areas in Beijing.
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Figure 1. Location of the Guijie Block in Beijing.
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4. The Morphological Process in Guijie Block

After 1949, the history of Guijie Block can be divided into three phases according to different 
property right systems and socio-economic forces.

4.1. Socialist Transformation Period (1949-1978)

After the establishment of PRC, the socialist transformation was implemented in Guijie Block. 
Like other historic areas in Beijing, the courtyard property was redistributed. Part of the private 
residential courtyards gradually changed into public courtyards, and the residential buildings 
were divided into private houses (si fang) and public houses (gong fang). One or more ownerships 
might be included within the same courtyard after the property redistribution. In this pro-
cess, there was much more construction owing to the inadequate living space in this area. The 
building coverage was increasing, and large amounts of new buildings such as extra bedrooms 
and kitchens were within residential courtyards. Due to the construction of a large number of 
small new buildings, the block began a rapid repletion process. Besides, in 1976, the process of 
repletion aggravated because of the building of seismic shelters for the survivors of the Tangshan 
Earthquake. As a result, the building coverage continued to rise.

At this stage, because one or more ownerships might be included within the same courtyard, 
the courtyards began to provide the common space and access to connected buildings. The 
space was defined by the spatial organization but not by the ownership and the construction 
changed the building fabric within Guijie Block.

The complex of property rights led to the uncertainty of ownership and became one of the 
reasons for the public space use conflict in courtyards. In private residential courtyards before 
the socialist transformation, residential buildings belonged to the private indoor space, and 
residential courtyards belonged to the private open space. After the socialist transformation, 
however, the courtyard boundaries were not recognized by the exterior walls but the compli-
cated ownership. The public courtyards have become part of the public space and the private 
construction in public courtyards leads to the public space use conflict among different house-
holds. Till now, about one-third of residential buildings in this area are still public houses, 
which causes a vague ownership of the public space and private open space.

4.2. Economic Reform Period (1978-2000)

Economic Reform began by introducing the Market Economy System in 1978. It triggered a large 
increase in economic prosperity. As a result, many residential courtyards were changed into com-
mercial courtyards. Meanwhile, according to the Consumer Protection Law (Zhonghua Renmin 
Gongheguo Xiaofeizhe Quanyi Baohufa) in 1994, commerce was greatly encouraged by the Chinese 
government. Many large restaurants and small businesses such as street vendors appeared, which 
were not under strict government control. Besides, the number of migrations who came to work 
and live for the restaurants and businesses gradually increased. The building coverage kept in-
creasing as the extra buildings such as extra bedrooms were constructed for the migration.

Large restaurants mainly located on the street frontage. From the middle of the 1990s to 
2000, there is a metamorphosis process of the actual plots with the commercial premises on the 
street frontage. The heads of the plots towards the Guijie Street began to amalgamate under the 
influence of constant capital investment by the commerce. Meanwhile, the plots had attached 
living areas for the migrant workers in large restaurants.
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Small business such as street vendors and fixed pitch mainly located in Hutong area and 
courtyards. These behaviors changed the street and plot boundaries. The public space in Hutong 
area was further occupied by the small business.

4.3. Renovation Period (2000-2018)

 Large-scale city redevelopment projects have burgeoned since 1999, driven by the booming 
economy in Beijing (Dong, 2006). In response to the rapid disappearance of traditional urban 
fabric and loss of local identities, renovation has become a more significant consideration in 
research on planning and historical architecture and in urban management policies of govern-
ment agencies (Whitehand, 2007).

In the early 2000s, the public space in Hutong area was seriously occupied by the private 
construction. As a result, in 2001, the Renovation of Dilapidated Buildings (Weijiufang Gaizao 
Gongcheng) began, which is particularly concerned with widening the old streets and disman-
tling the illegal buildings. In 2007, the Street Renovation Project before Olympic Games in 
Dongcheng District (Dongchengqu Aoyunhuiqian Jiedaozhengzhi Gongcheng) began, which is par-
ticularly concerned with the illegal construction by large restaurants.

In 2012, an additional 3 areas were identified as Beijing’s historico-cultural conservation 
areas (Lishi Wenhua Baohuqu) led by Beijing Municipal City Planning Commission (BM-
CPC). Of the 3 new historico-cultural conservation areas, the Xintaicang historico-cul-
tural conservation area is in the south-east of Guijie Block. Guijie Street bounds the area 
on its north side and Dongzhimen Street bounds the area on its east side (see Figure 1). 
The conservation plan is particularly concerned with land use, transport and densities of 
population and buildings. Besides, Guijie Block underwent the renovation entailed by the 
political Removal of Non-capital Functions in Beijing (Shujie Feishoudu Gongneng) from 
2015. The low-end catering and retail shops in Hutong area and courtyards were mostly re-
moved out of Guijie Block according to the policy. From 2015 to 2017, 718 illegal structures 
such as large signboards of restaurants on the street frontage were dismantled. In Hutong 
area and courtyards, 207 illegal private constructions were dismantled, and it is 0.91 hec-
tare in extent. Within the Guijie Block about one-fifth of the large restaurants and small 
businesses was removed.

5. The Behaviors of Each Agent in Guijie Block

There are three main behavior patterns of residents and merchants that cause urban conflict in 
Guijie Block, private construction (si da luan jian), breaking walls to open stores (po qiang kai 
dian) and street invasion (qin jie) (see Figure 2).

5.1. Private Construction (si da luan jian)1

The private construction is concerned with the courtyard ownership and household’s agency 
strategy. After the ownership redistribution during the Socialist Transformation Period, court-
yard boundaries were recognized by complicated property rights. The private open space in 
courtyards was divided according to the actual needs of different households.

1. Actually, most of the private construction is approved by the government agency in China.
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Figure 2. Three main behavior patterns of residents and merchants in Guijie Block.
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The general principle of ownership divisions in courtyards can be exemplified in the build-
ing activities. After 1949, especially in about 1970, courtyards subdivision between households 
triggered property redistribution within Guijie Block because of the increase of migration from 
other areas in Beijing. Local residents divided courtyards and built some residential private 
construction such as extra bedrooms for migration. Besides, the large majority of storage build-
ings and kitchens was within residential courtyards. When the repletion process in courtyards 
came to the climax phase, residents began to build new private construction along lanes in 
Hutong area, which caused the invasion of public space. Besides, the rapid growth of house 
prices in Beijing these days also adds to the behavior of private construction. Guijie Block was 
developed as a low-rise, high-density housing area with private construction locating not only 
in courtyards but also along lanes in Hutong area.

The private construction gathers along lanes which is fish-bone like. As a result, the alley sys-
tem in Hutong area has changed by the private construction with a network of narrow lanes of 
3 to 5 m in width, with only 1-2m wide for pedestrian. The alley system near the street frontage 
was occupied by parking cars with narrower pedestrian roads. Because the private construction 
is often connected with courtyards, they are under less control by authorities. In recent years, 
however, most of the extra residential construction within this area was scheduled for disman-
tling. It is proposed to reduce the number of households to about one-fifth of the present num-
ber as most of the private construction is for residential function.

5.2. Breaking Walls to Open Stores (po qiang kai dian)

Most of the residents in courtyards broke walls to open stores mainly during the Economic Re-
form Period, which meant opening a door or window of the facade of an ordinary residential 
courtyard as a shop. The behavior was driven by the increasing impact of capital investment, es-
pecially since 1990. The economy reform permits the private-capital operation and brings fierce 
competition. Due to the change in the industrial structure in Beijing, there have been more 
laid-off workers than before. In order to increase the employment rate, the local government 
allowed residents to break walls to open stores in the 1980s. Because the walls of courtyards 
were broken, the high degree of privacy and separation from the street declined. The boundary 
between the private open space and public space was blurred.

The laid-off workers living in Guijie Block broke walls to open stores for survival. Because 
of their low income, they need to rely on small businesses to earn more money. The local gov-
ernment influenced their behavior pattern by making relevant policies. In the 1990s, the prop-
erty owners of residential courtyards in historic areas could get commercial grants through a 
legal process. Besides, they could get an extra cash bonus (approximately 900 USD then) if they 
opened stores in Hutong area. As a result, most laid-off workers applied for commercial grants, 
and the policy continued until 2008. So, residents in Guijie Block broke walls to open stores in 
high intensity for about 20 years. After 2008, breaking walls to open stores does not has a legal 
status and are rejected by authorities.

Three types of models can be found in Guijie Block when residents broke walls to open 
stores. For the first model, the gables of residential buildings were broken for commerce, and 
residents operated only indoors; for the second model, some private construction was built 
along lanes after the gables were broken so residents could operate outdoors as well. By statis-
tics there are 207 illegal private construction within Guijie Block, and most of which are for 
retail. When the lane is too narrow for private construction, residents place their goods on the 
ground or on a thin cloth; for the third model, some street vendors appeared just outside res-
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idential courtyards, locating mainly along dense lanes in Hutong area for fresh vegetable sales 
or daily life service. They built an easy counter just outside courtyards and sold their goods 
from the counter and then came back home when night fell. Through these three models, the 
commercial floor area within Guijie Block is to be considerably more than tripled. Meanwhile, 
they are typical forms of providing additional retail service to support the daily needs of the 
community. However, there is no doubt that these behaviors have invaded public space and 
caused urban conflict. Residents often regard public space as their working places for retail as 
they are from lower socioeconomic groups.

5.3. Street Invasion (qin jie)

The major building type is courtyard houses with a commercial street frontage of large restau-
rants within Guijie Block. The commercial strip along Guijie Street was booming in the 1990s, 
operating nearly 24 hours a day for people seeking the seafood such as crayfish for a midnight 
snack at night. Public space on the street frontage converts what is retail space during the day 
into restaurants and food stalls in the evening, which brings noise problem and causes conflict. 
Besides, residents suffered the pungent smell by the spicy crayfish, which brings sanitary prob-
lem and adds to the contradictions between merchants and residents.

Guijie Street underwent rapid commercial redevelopment after 2000 and was creating new 
urban landscapes by the increasing adaption of building facades for commercial activity. To 
attract more people, restaurants on the street frontage often build signboards as large as possi-
ble in prominent places, marked differing in character from their surroundings (see Figure 3). 
HuDa Restaurant, which was founded in 1999 and famous for its lobster, has the largest sign-
board among total 218 restaurants with 32 m in length and 7 m in width (see Figure 1). Most 
signboards are overlarge, and over-bright in the evening that invades the street space vertically.

Besides, merchants take advantage of the public space in front of restaurants for private use 
as the storage areas are inadequate and operate their businesses outdoors during unconven-
tional time. In order to get to the street frontage more convenient, merchants of restaurants 
will open a small entrance and there is a corridor between the entrance and the courtyard (see 
Figure 3), which is another kind of adaption of courtyard structure for commercial activity. 
Meanwhile, merchants are sensitive to high rents, so they invade the street space which is not 
exclusively a commercial space for no rental cost. They transform the street space into private 
commercial space through permanent or temporary facilities. Large restaurants located on the 
street frontage would set fixed tables and chairs in front of restaurants and build private con-
struction like storage buildings. By these behaviors, the public space does not appear to be own-
erless space and causes the invasion of public space. In a word, merchants within Guijie Block 
often operated in vague space during irregular times.

6. Discussion/Conclusion 

Behaviors by different agents cause the public space use conflict so government changes the pre-
vious weak control in historical area by renovation, laws and regulations in Beijing maintaining 
orderliness and cleanliness, which can be regarded as a “discipline-resist” spatial attempt. The 
residents and merchants are forced to compromise with officials. This paper makes an original 
contribution to provide a research reference for other countries that are faced with similar social 
realities (see Figure 4). Within the study area, three main categories of behaviors can be found 
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Figure 3. Different patterns of street invasion in Guijie Block.

Figure 4. Relationship between different agents in Guijie Block.
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which should be understood as a reflection of agency. Agency emphasized the capacity of the 
merchants and residents to adapt to a system that works against them (Bourdieu, 1986), which is 
crucial for understanding how agents respond to restrictions.

Considering the morphological analysis within historico-cultural conservation areas such 
as Guijie Block, the courtyard is identified as a basic unit of conservation (Whitehand., 2007). 
Among six categories of building type in conservation areas, urban planners and officials most-
ly pay more attention to the important heritage buildings and traditional buildings with his-
torical value but ignore the traditional buildings that need to be restored and poor-quality 
buildings that need to be demolished. When concentrating on the latter two building types, 
we often take no account of extra buildings constructed by merchants and residents and infor-
mal behaviors of agents that change the built environment. When analytical approaches and 
urban management are released in historical-geographical environments such as historical and 
conservation areas, we need to consider the identity of historical sites as a whole in relation 
to the adjoining sites and wider environmental areas, together with the behaviors by different 
decision-makers.
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